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Clean Air Act 1993
1993 CHAPTER 11

PART VII

MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL

Administration and enforcement

60 Default powers. E+W

(1) If the Secretary of State is satisfied that any local authority (in this section referred to
as the “defaulting authority”) have failed to perform any functions which they ought
to have performed, he may make an order—

(a) declaring the authority to be in default; and
(b) directing the authority to perform such of their functions as are specified in

the order;
and he may specify the manner in which and the time or times within which those
functions are to be performed by the authority.

(2) If the defaulting authority fails to comply with any direction contained in such an
order, the Secretary of State may, instead of enforcing the order by mandamus, make
an order transferring to himself such of the functions of the authority as he thinks fit.

(3) Where any functions of the defaulting authority are transferred in pursuance of
subsection (2) above, the amount of any expenses which the Secretary of State certifies
were incurred by him in performing those functions shall on demand be paid to him
by the defaulting authority.

(4) Where any expenses are in pursuance of subsection (3) required to be paid by
the defaulting authority in respect of any functions transferred in pursuance of this
section—

(a) the expenses shall be defrayed by the authority in the like manner, and shall
be debited to the like account, as if the functions had not been transferred and
the expenses had been incurred by the authority in performing them; and
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(b) the authority shall have the like powers for the purpose of raising any money
required for the purpose of paragraph (a) as the authority would have had for
the purpose of raising money required for defraying expenses incurred for the
purposes of the functions in question.

(5) An order transferring any functions of the defaulting authority in pursuance of
subsection (2) may provide for the transfer to the Secretary of State of such of the
property, rights, liabilities and obligations of the authority as he considers appropriate;
and where such an order is revoked the Secretary of State may, by the revoking order
or a subsequent order, make such provision as he considers appropriate with respect
to any property, rights, liabilities and obligations held by him for the purposes of the
transferred functions.

(6) An order made under this section may be varied or revoked by a subsequent order
so made.

(7) This section does not apply to a failure by a local authority—
(a) to discharge their functions under section 18 (declaration of smoke control

areas);
(b) to submit proposals to the Secretary of State in pursuance of a direction under

subsection (1) of section 19 (Secretary of State’s power to require creation of
smoke control area); or

(c) to perform a duty imposed on them by or by virtue of subsection (4) or (6)
of that section.

(8) In this section “functions”, in relation to an authority, means functions conferred on
the authority by virtue of this Act.

Extent Information
E1 This version of this provision extends to England and Wales only; a separate version has been created

for Scotland only.

60 Default powers. S

(1) If the Secretary of State is satisfied that any local authority (in this section referred to
as the “defaulting authority”) have failed to perform any functions which they ought
to have performed, he may make an order—

(a) declaring the authority to be in default; and
(b) directing the authority to perform such of their functions as are specified in

the order;
and he may specify the manner in which and the time or times within which those
functions are to be performed by the authority.

(2) If the defaulting authority fails to comply with any direction contained in such an
order, the Secretary of State may, instead of enforcing the order by mandamus, make
an order transferring to himself such of the functions of the authority as he thinks fit.

(3) Where any functions of the defaulting authority are transferred in pursuance of
subsection (2) above, the amount of any expenses which the Secretary of State certifies
were incurred by him in performing those functions shall on demand be paid to him
by the defaulting authority.
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(4) Where any expenses are in pursuance of subsection (3) required to be paid by
the defaulting authority in respect of any functions transferred in pursuance of this
section—

(a) the expenses shall be defrayed by the authority in the like manner, and shall
be debited to the like account, as if the functions had not been transferred and
the expenses had been incurred by the authority in performing them; and

(b) the authority shall have the like powers for the purpose of raising any money
required for the purpose of paragraph (a) as the authority would have had for
the purpose of raising money required for defraying expenses incurred for the
purposes of the functions in question.

(5) An order transferring any functions of the defaulting authority in pursuance of
subsection (2) may provide for the transfer to the Secretary of State of such of the
property, rights, liabilities and obligations of the authority as he considers appropriate;
and where such an order is revoked the Secretary of State may, by the revoking order
or a subsequent order, make such provision as he considers appropriate with respect
to any property, rights, liabilities and obligations held by him for the purposes of the
transferred functions.

(6) An order made under this section may be varied or revoked by a subsequent order
so made.

(7) This section does not apply to a failure by a local authority—
(a) to discharge their functions under section 18 (declaration of smoke control

areas);
(b) to submit proposals to the [F1SEPA] in pursuance of a direction under

subsection (1) of section 19 ([F1SEPA’s] power to require creation of smoke
control area); or

(c) to perform a duty imposed on them by or by virtue of subsection (4) or (6)
of that section.

(8) In this section “functions”, in relation to an authority, means functions conferred on
the authority by virtue of this Act.

Extent Information
E2 This version of this provision extends to Scotland only; a separate version has been created for

England and Wales only.
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